Marling Diamond:

MEDIA AND
PUBLISHING
INK Magazine
INK magazine, run by sixth formers, aims to showcase the
creativity of students throughout the school.
INK magazine offers a great opportunity for sixth formers who are
interested in journalism, publishing, creative writing or design to
develop and demonstrate a range of skills. From commissioning
and editing articles, to management of the production process, to
photography and page design, INK gives students a real taste of
what publishing and team working is all about.

‘Being the design editor for INK
magazine not only gave me new
skills using the Adobe Suite, but
also enabled me to write an
article on a topic I’m passionate
about. Since the team had full
creative control over the
content and appearance of the
magazine we were able to
create a final product that we
were truly proud of.’
Harry Gloyn, designer (above)

INK front covers feature
photographs taken by Marling
students. The 2017 photograph
(above) was taken by James
McGarva, who also designed
that year’s magazine.

New Skills
‘Being in INK has helped me
improve my team working skills,
as well as helping with my time
management. Journalism is a
potential career path for me,
so it has been interesting to see
the work that has gone into
creating such a project. I’d
recommend taking part in INK to
any prospective writers and also
those who want to share their
creativity with the school.’
Ewan Davie, student editor

INK is published online at issuu.com/marlingpublications

Marling Media is a great
example of a project that media
minded Marling students have
created in recent years. Sixth
formers created interesting
content, from live events to
short films, to inspire the next
generation of filmmakers and
producers. The group
offered live eSports broadcasts
and short film workshops with
younger Marling students.
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Projects included shooting short
documentary pieces on youth
climate strikes and streaming
live music events within the
school. The group had its own
live Podcast show, available on
a variety of audible platforms,
in which members of the
group talked about a variety of
subjects including mental
health, exam stress and more.

Sixth formers interested in
journalism or PR have the
opportunity to submit articles
to a local newspaper and to
work with Marling’s experienced communications team
to learn how to produce
promotional material.

